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SPA & SAUNA

SAUNA HEATERS
& ACCESSORIES
F E AT U R E S
■ Stylish sauna stoves for
domestic and commercial
use
■ Stoves from 3-15kW are
available to suit saunas from
2-24cu metres capacity
■ Sauna heaters available
single or three phase up to
10kW
■ Deep stone tray to provide
high heat output
■ High quality made
accessories to complete
your sauna enjoyment

Quality Sauna Heaters
& Accessories from Certikin.
“the heart of a successful sauna”
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SAUNA HEATERS & CONTROL PANELS
In today’s fast paced, hectic lifestyle, after a hard day in
the office or after a stress filled drive home, relax, soothe
away the tension, reduce the aches and pains in a hot
Sauna. Feel the heat warming your body reducing muscle
tension and all the troubles just float away. Sauna heat is
also proven in weight loss and its medical properties for
rheumatism, arthritis and muscular pains are widely
accepted.
Certikin have all the heaters and accessories that you
would need to make your sauna a very special and
relaxing place to be, so just sit back and enjoy.
For a successful sauna you need a proven heater; all
Certikin sauna heaters are the best, top quality, value for
money units you can buy.
Certikin heaters come in two versions, with controls
built-in as part of the heater for domestic use only and
heaters requiring separate controls mounted outside the
sauna usually used commercially but can be used
domestically especially useful if the benches come to
close to the heater preventing access to the controls.
Sauna Heater - Domestic
Available from 3-8kW, are suitable for rooms up to 13
cubic metres volume, and can be wired single or three
phase via a suitable sized RCCB. The controls come
fitted on the front face of the stove but can be moved to
the left or right hand side without additional parts being
required. The deep stone tray allows for good heat
output and distribution around the sauna.
(Codes: 3kW SSH30C, 4.5kW SSH45C, 6kW SSH60C
& 8kW SSH80C).
Sauna Heaters - Commercial
Available from 6-15kW output these will suit sauna

cabins of 5-24 cubic metres volume. Commercial stoves
are 3 phase only and above 8kW output differ from a
domestic stove in having an externally mounted control
panel outside the cabin. These stoves can be used
domestically if the sauna bench layout prevents access to
the heater controls, or if the the sauna size requires the
higher output stove. (Codes: 6kW SSH60, 8kW SSH80,
10.5kW SSH105, 12kW SSH120, 15kW SSH150).
Note: When ordering, add a control panel to the selected
heater.
To prevent unauthorised access to the control panel a
lockable cover is available.

SAUNA HEATER SPECIFICATIONS
Part
number

Size
kW

Phase

Measuring
Volume m3

Control panel
1 phase

Control panel
3 phase

Heater Dimensions

Stone
Capacity

Usage / Type

SSH30C
SSH45C
SSH60C
SSH80C
SSH60
SSH80
SSH105
SSH120
SSH150
SSH60S
SSH60SA
SSH80S
SSH80SA

3
4.5
6.0
8.0
6.0
8.0
10.5
12
15
6
6
8
8

1 or 3
1 or 3
1 or 3
1 or 3
1 or 3
1 or 3
3 only
3 only
3 only
3 only
3 only
3 only
3 only

2-4
3-6
5-9
8-13
5-9
8-13
9-15
10-18
14-24
5-9
5-9
8-13
8-13

built-in
built-in
built-in
built-in
SSP21T
SSP21T
-

built-in
built-in
built-in
built-in
SSP23T
SSP23T
SSP23T
SSP33T
SSP33T
SSP20S
SSP20S
SSP20S
SSP20S

410 x 620 x 280
410 x 620 x 280
410 x 620 x 280
410 x 620 x 280
410 x 620 x 280
410 x 620 x 300
510 x 580 x 690
510 x 580 x 690
510 x 580 x 690
475 x 505 x 360
475 x 505 x 360
475 x 505 x 360
475 x 505 x 360

15kg
15kg
23kg
23kg
23kg
23kg
60kg
60kg
60kg
23kg
23kg
23kg
23kg

Domestic
Domestic
Domestic
Domestic
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Manual Steamy
Auto Steamy
Manual Steamy
Auto Steamy
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SAUNA ACCESSORIES

Control Panels
For sauna heaters without built on controls, a control panel is
required. All control panels feature a splash proof housing, a
heater on indicator light, adjustable electronic thermostat,
sauna light switch with indicator and timer function 1 to 8
hour pre-set time and 1 to 4 hour operating time. The three
phase control panel has all the features of the single phase and
is suitable for commercial, or large domestic applications. Use
SSP21T single phase panel on stoves up to 8kW loading and
SSP23T on 3 phase stoves up to 10.5kW loading.

Sauna Wall & Ceiling Lighting
Certikin offer both wall and ceiling lights which are
suitable for all saunas. For the sauna wall light use 240
volt 40W bulb. (Codes: Wall light SSA007W, Ceiling /
Wall light SSA007 & 40W bulb SSA007B).

SSP33T 3 phase control panel is for use of 10.5kW and up
to 15kW loading.

Heater / Wall Guards
The heater / wall guard prevents accidental contact with
the hot stove and is available as a 2 or 3 sided guard.
The guard can be mounted against one wall or go totally
around the stove. For large stoves a floor mounted
version is required. (Codes: Wall mounted 2 sided guard
SSA019, 3 Sided SSA020, Floor mounted 2 sided guard
SSA021 & 3 Sided SSA022).

Sauna Door & Frames
Measuring 175cm high x 67cm wide this wooden door
comes complete with the frame and is suitable for all
saunas. (Code: SSA011).
As an alternative to the wooden door above Certikin can
offer a toughened safety glass door complete with frame.
It has a magnetic catch and is suitable for both
commercial and domestic saunas. (Code: SSA012).
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SAUNA ACCESSORIES

Towel Hooks
The Certikin towel hooks are
suitable for any sauna and make
a great accessory that matches
your sauna. (Code: SSA024).

Sauna Pails & Ladles
Why not complete your sauna with quality
enhancing accessories? Certikin have both wooden
and copper pails that would be ideal in any sauna. The wooden pail comes
complete with a liner and gives your sauna a rustic feel. The ladles are for
applying water onto the heater stones and come in both wood or copper.
(Codes: Wooden pail SSA003, Copper pail SSA001, Wooden ladle SSA002
& Copper ladle SSA001).

Sauna Thermometer
This thermometer matches the
hygrometer and gives the actual
temperature in the sauna. This is
a legal requirement and should
be fitted in all commercial
saunas. (Code: SSA027).

Head Rest
Relax in comfort with the
wooden headrests that are
deisgned to give superb
support. (Code: SSA009).

Sand Timer
Ideal way of timing
your sauna bathing
session. Lasts
approximately 30
minutes. (Code:
SSA025).

Sauna Hygrometer
The Sauna hygrometer is an
attractive wall mounted dial
which tells you the humidity
inside your sauna cabin.
(Code: SSA028).

If you should require further technical information
please do not hesitate to contact us.
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